Debica is a beautiful and idyllic place.
Debica is a beautiful and idyllic place. The people here are all friendly and
I never filt like not welcome. This will always stay very positive in my
memories-said Rudi Betke special quest of Educare et Servire Fundation
and European School Of New Technology and Tourism in Dębica.

Interview with Rudi Betke
Programme Mallorca initiated in 2006 year by Foundation Educare et
Servire in co-operation with Spanish partner has third edition in this year .
It begans of the training on Polish soil, in Dębica where the adepts of the
HOTEL SCHOOL course cross in three languages training : Spanish,
English, German as well as practice they take place in restaurants in
Debica. The next stage of this year's edition of Programme then the
departure over 100 young people and the occupants of neighbouring
localities in Spain. They will be there to perfect their linguistic workshop
and practical under eye of professional staff of the EDEN Hotels and the
Higher Hotel Management School on Balearic Islands in frames of 6
week's course " the Hotel - the School” on Mallorca. Our foreign partners
prepared for them unique training programme in frames which they have
chance to learn cooks', helpers interesting and more and more more
necessary contests waiters, maids and receptionists. Moreover training for
border unlocks them the possibility of science of living together with men of
different cultures, languages and customs and moreover it educates them
how to transfer on Polish soil acquired skills in future would know to
undertake foreign entertains in own country. The training in frames of
Hotel the School on Mallorca will be to hold on terrain on this aim open for
young the young people from Debica of the four - star hotel especially, and
they invest in Poles' training Spaniard about 500 thousand Euro annually.
Every the edition of Programme the Mallorca has its different accent.
In this year on special invitation of Management of ESNTiT as well as the
Foundation the Educare et Servire arrived to Dębica from Mallorca on
period 3 weeks Rudi Betke. As native speaker leads the lessons of Spanish
language giving in this way of youth possibility of break of barriers in
telling in strange language how it creates the chance of accustoming one's
ear also and the understanding of language which adepts of course will use
in majority the Hotel School in time of science and the work on Mallorca.

This direct Rudi as open young man about multinational culture,
which wields five languages. Born in Switzerland he comes from Catholic
family. His father led on terrain of German building firm and he moved
with family to German together where Rudi spended his youth and won
his education. At present Rudi already has lived for 14 years on Mallorca
working for EDEN Hotels from which about 4 years at present the
European School of New Technologies of Tourism co-operates as well as
Foundation Educare et Servire.
We invited to conversation Rudi, to he divided with us with
impressions with stay in Dębica as well as he works for three weeks with
didactic team which was by this time active member.
1) you are first time in Poland and we have pleasure to entertain You in our city.
You were right from possibility your occupation to meet from many countries
and cultures. With certainty you will add with stay impression in our country to
your observations and experiences? What will they be?
When I arrived for the first time here In Poland I’ve been pretty surprised abort the
high standard of the infrastructure. Clean cities, good roads, big schools and hospitals like you
don’t find everywhere in others European countries

2) When after first met from young the young people from Dębica, the being
participants of course the Hotel the School and what were Your first
impressions?
The school, the classes and the students really stand for the theme of the foundation :
Educare et Servire

3) Working on terrain of hotel teams you have Eden Hotels possibility of our
listeners' observation during training in Spain. How do you estimate them as
future workers of famous hotels?
Of course there’re different levels in between the students. Some are further than
others, but they have all one thing in common. Everybody wants to go abroad, they want
to learn and work for it.

4) What is Your opinion of the young men trained and prepared here by European
School of New Technologies and Tourism as well as the Foundation the Educare
et Servire to work for border check in direct contact with foreign the language
employer, the hotel guests in direct contact with different cultures and the
morals?

You can see that the preparation is done good, so every single person of the students
has the basics to do the best out of it, of course inside everybody’s own personal limits.

5) You
are owner of Firm which deals with complex of bringing into cultivation
free time with international young personnel entertains from different countries,
in Your team they work from whole Europe. You have so orientation not only
about cultural differences but you know also the standards of management hotel
business on Mallorca . Economic realities of our countries are corner obviously,
and however not knowing our realities would you taste to show what are chances
of young people from Dębica under angle their of future professional career
open before young in this also as owners of future firms which they can unlock
after completion Hotel School in Poland after return not only here but also for
borders of country?

The education of the students is on a very high level in comparison with Spanish
workers. For sure the labor part of the work in the branch of tourism will be perfect. But
important for building up an own company is the knowledge about civil rights, taxes and
assurances and rest of administration.

6) Staying for border from so far away from families and "strange soil” is for them
the examination of maturity and responsibility as well as independence. Do they
pass in your opinion this exam?
Most of them are very responsible. Surely there’re some exception, but we should
not forgot that we’ve been all once young and did the one or other crazy thing.

7) For the young people from Dębica the staying on Mallorca in character of
participants of course the Hotel School is not only chance on conquest
interesting contests under the foreign language professional employers' eye but
also the opportunity to promoting for border our country. What is Your opinion
about their work in EDEN Hotels on Mallorca for hotel guests from different
countries? Are our people ambassadors of own country - Poland?

Always when a big group of people is staying abroad for quite a long while they
represent their country. In Mallorca Polish people are well known as good hard workers
who as well know how to celebrate a good party. Especially the drinking part.

8) If Programme Mallorca being common international initiative, EDEN Hotels and
Educare et Servire, fulfils expectation in field of training our Spanish partners
our listeners on Polish soil, previous in Spain practice?

Definitely the Polish workers have a better knowledge in languages for the
contact with the clients in the hotel. As well the skills in Spanish are good enough to
understand and work together with other native workers in Spain
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A lot of our listeners are prepared of considerable didactic personnel and
administrative. Coordinator of these work and the Lord is the manager of
Programme Paweł Kudroń. Leading you have as native occupation speaker the
possibility of not only direct work with our listeners but you see the work of
School, Foundation, administration also and teachers, and you in period of stay
are member frames training here - how you feel in this part and which gives You
this experience?
I feel very good and warmly welcome. I really appreciate that a lot of students are
coming day by day with the will to learn something new.

10) For teacher the most beautiful thing is the consciousness of help young men in
uncovering their talents as well as support of their in logging the knowledge,
skill and the professional qualifications to they believed in own strengths. So far
you had possibility to observe it only Spanish soil effects of this work , you
replenish on this subject your knowledge on Polish soil today . In what degree
this gives You possibility of canceling of one's sentence our participation in
Programme? Does in Your receipt the work of whole Polish team of Programme
the Mallorca on Polish soil fulfill this part in the face the men's young here?

In general it is a very brilliant idea to prepare the students already now for the up
coming season. Like this it will be a lot easier for them to realize the whole project.

11) Our listeners train and they work under eye of Spanish professional personnel of
famous hotels on Majorca. What listener and what worker is young Pole? How
does their work in opinion Your colleagues look?
It’s not always easy to work in a foreign country. Even, if somebody does a very
good work, it will not always be responded with respect. Sometimes Spanish colleagues
see the better abilities of Polish workers and get just jealous. But in general and especially
superior chiefs or team makes realize the value of their good work.

12) Being here you had in the Lord's company the possibility the Antoni Kamiński
manager of School and the President of Foundation also as well as to get to know
the participants of Programme the city somewhat and the neighborhoods - which
made You particularly unique impression which it will stay on some time in
remembrances with stay?
Debica is a beautiful and idyllic place. The people here are all friendly and I never
filt like not welcome. This will always stay very positive in my memories.

13) I know also, that you spended last free day with Lord Paweł Kudron together
and with the group on trip in the Cracow, which is the cultural capital of Poland
and the city which visits over 7 million annually entertains from whole world..
How you in several sentences would describe your impressions with this trip

Cracow is just amazing. One day is actually not enough to see everything.
Paweł Kudroń showed us very interesting historic places and always knew the background
to it, what made it an unforgettable trip.

14) Thank you very much for conversation. You have our open invitation for future
time.
Thanks a lot, and see you!

With Rudi Betke
Conversed Lidia Górska

